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Let it not he forgotten that the number of American regiments which could
go to the front "at a moment's
notice" was reduced to none at the first
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solicitous how the rest at "abroad" will
take the spoliation of Its neighbor.
There are some consequences of this
not caring: for abroad that will put
this oountry at a disadvantage. Iftho
Republican party makes the country
lock arms with the "abroad." When a
nation departs from an attitude of isolation, political and industrial, the relations it assumes call for a radical
change in many directions.
Its diplomatic and consular
service, for instance, can no longer be made a snug
hanbor for superfluous or impecunious
party henchmen or decayed politicians.
Diplomacy is as much a profession as
law or medicine; and consular service
is as much a business as merchandising. Men sent abroad as diplomats or
consuls will have to understand the
language of the country to which they
go. "Oom" Gowdy can be transferred
from the fields of Illinois to the consul
generalship in Paris with propriety as
long as we do not "care for abroad,"
but he becomes
when
ridiculous
"abroad" becomes a matter of solicitude.
Another consequence is that we must
be prepared for a rumpus with one or
more of the Abroads at any time, and
have a stout navy, as big as the biggest and as costly, with as big or bigger guns. We must have a big standing army to back up the navy, and
fleets of transports and colliers ready.
These cost money to create and more
to maintain, and that means more taxation, more going down into your
pockets and paying what you cannot
dodge of your share.
It calls for a
merchant marine of our own, and, as
it is too much to expect that the habit
of being nursed and coddled and fostered will as suddenly cease its demands, we must expect calls on the
treasury for big subsidies,
and that
means more taxes. All this and more
follows as a consequence of this sudden caring for Abroad in the form Republicanism is taking.
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Ed to Minneapolis Is not likely to go
very far. Arrangements will undoubtedly

toe made by the local Democrats
to tender a deslralble location for headquarters to Chairman Rosins, as soon
as he has been elected, and they will
be so made that the offer will be ac-
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